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28.6.2017 A8-0216/5 

Amendment  5 

Andrey Kovatchev, Jaromír Štětina 

on behalf of the PPE Group 

Charles Tannock, Soraya Post 

 

Report A8-0216/2017 

Andrey Kovatchev 

Recommendation to the Council on the 72nd Session of the United Nations General 

Assembly 

2017/2041(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 1 (a) 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

(a) to continue to call for the full 

respect of the sovereignty, internationally 

recognised borders and the territorial 

integrity of Eastern European and South 

Caucasus countries, including Georgia, 

Moldova and Ukraine, in light of the 

violations of international law in these 

areas; to support and reinvigorate 

diplomatic efforts for a peaceful and 

sustainable settlement of these ongoing and 

protracted conflicts including the conflict 

in the region of Nagorno-Karabakh and for 

the respect of human rights on the ground; 

to urge the international community to 

implement fully the policy of non-

recognition of the illegal annexation of 

Crimea; to actively increase pressure on 

Russia, as a permanent member of the UN 

Security Council, in order to resolve the 

conflict in Ukraine in line with the Minsk 

agreements as well as the occupation of 

Georgian regions of Abkhazia and South 

Ossetia; to find a geopolitical balance that 

rejects all aspirations for exclusive spheres 

of influence; 

(a) to continue to call for the full 

respect of the sovereignty, internationally 

recognised borders and the territorial 

integrity of Eastern European and South 

Caucasus countries, including Georgia, 

Moldova and Ukraine, in light of the 

violations of international law in these 

areas; to support and reinvigorate 

diplomatic efforts for a peaceful and 

sustainable settlement of these ongoing and 

protracted conflicts including the conflict 

in the region of Nagorno-Karabakh and for 

the respect of human rights and territorial 

integrity, non-use of force, and equal 

rights and self-determination of the 

peoples on the ground; to urge the 

international community to implement 

fully the policy of non-recognition of the 

illegal annexation of Crimea; to actively 

increase pressure on Russia, as a 

permanent member of the UN Security 

Council, in order to resolve the conflict in 

Ukraine in line with the Minsk agreements 

as well as the occupation of Georgian 

regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia; to 

find a geopolitical balance that rejects all 

aspirations for exclusive spheres of 

influence; 
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